Photoplethysmography (PPG) is considered as alternative pulse measurement method that exploits upon 48 the dermal optical properties [25] . For this purpose, near-infrared light is emitted into the skin. More or 49 less light is absorbed, depending on the blood volume in the skin. Consequently, the backscattered light 50 corresponds to the variation of the blood volume associated to the cardiac pulse (see Fig. 1 ). PPG is used 51 widely to measure the pulse waveform [26] , pulse wave reflection [27] , cutaneous (dermal) perfusion [28] , 52 and capillary micro-circulation [29, 30] . Recently, several researchers have proposed a series of bioheat and statistical models that in combination 54 with customized highly sensitive thermal imaging hardware can measure various physiological variables at 55 several feet away from the subjects. These include contact-free measurements of perfusion [31] , vessel blood 56 flow [32] , and breathing rate [33] . Since majority of these methods are based on passive imaging are safe and 57 suitable for long observation periods. 
Methodology and Imaging Setup

59
Thermography imaging makes use of the infrared (IR) spectral band of the electromagnetic spectrum.
60
Infrared spectrum involves four bands: near infrared (0.75 µm -µm 3), middle infrared (3 µm -6 µm), far 61 infrared (6 µm -15 µm) and extreme infrared (15-100 µm) which are defined based on ISO-20473 scheme and 62 DIN.5031 part7, 1984-01 (see Fig. 2 ). The infrared thermal cameras are passive (emits no energy), but merely 63 collects the thermal radiation emitted from the surface of the human body [2, 3] .
64
The IR camera used in this paper operates in the long-wave infrared (LWIR) spectral range. The cardiac cycle 3 of 15 is composed of two distinct phases (systolic) and (diastolic). Basically, the setup consisted of a blood pressure 66 measurement (as ground truth) prior to the infrared thermography imaging, additionally, the cold compress 67 applies to the anterior surface of the arm with average excitation temperature reached (5°C). The average 68 time for cold-stress excitation is about 10 seconds, while this selected time interval to develop moderate skin 69 blood flow response. Basically, the infrared thermal camera (SatIR, G96 High resolution 640x480 thermal 70 detector, Guangzhou, China) with spectral bandwidth of 8 µm -14 µm over the EM spectrum (see Fig. 2 
Physiological parameters
76
To specify the physiological parameters to be considered in active thermography imaging, we defined the 77 blood flow, perfusion and blood pressure as main hemodynamic index to be monitored in the methodology 78 of this research. Blood flow and pressure set to be measured using gold-standards clinical methods (Doppler 79 ultrasound imaging and Digital blood pressure monitoring device) respectively. These two methods also used 80 as ground truth for the active thermography imaging performed on subject's arm-hand area. It is better to 81 be more specific for the level of measurement with the two methods mentioned previously to get accurate 82 approximation of thermal perfusion signature in the nearby vicinity. have been developed to estimate a subject's cardiac pulse. These measurement methods capitalize 87 upon the electro-physiological and mechanical processes associated to the heart activity and blood 88 circulation. The gold standard for pulse measurement is Electrocardiography (ECG) and Oxygen saturation 89 photoplethysmography technique [26, 34] .
90
The BFIRT thermal signature origin is based on the sympathetic response to the cold excitation applied 91 to the skin and beneath blood vessel (i.e. superficial veins and arteries) [35, 36] . In which different heat 92 transfer mode interaction will be takes place to compensate against the heat loss through forced conduction 93 between the cold media and the blood vessels (see Fig. 4 ). Hypothesis beyond this research is that, volumetric 94 response of the venous wall to a heat variation causes redistribution of heat along the vein. These heat 95 variations are further passed to the skin surface, where they can be registered by IR-thermal camera [17, 37] . Unfortunately, this BFIRT signal profile is impractical on raw thermal imagery [38] . Irrelevant heat 98 patterns on the skin destroy or dramatically corrupt thermal patterns produced by venous pulse propagation.
99
In addition, the blood pressure is high in artery than vein and this causing blood and heat flow slower in 100 venous compartment than the arterial one. Given that, there are several factors which affect the BFIRT signal, such as regional blood flow from the neighboring veins, highly tissue perfusion rate at the onset of thermal 102 excitation [39] . Therefore, selection of the defined vessel profile will minimize the effect of such disturbance. 
Penne's bioheat transfer model
104
It is known that one of the primary functions of blood flow in a biological system is the ability to heat or cool the tissue, depending on the relative local tissue temperature. The existence of temperature difference between the blood and tissue is considered as firm evidence of its function to remove or release heat [1, 40] . Based on this theory, Pennes (1948) proposed his famous heat transfer model [41] , which is called Pennes' bioheat equation [15, 42] . Pennes suggested that the effect of blood flow in the tissue be modeled as a thermal source and physical sink term added to the conventional heat conduction equation [43] . The Pennes bioheat equation is given by:
where q m is the metabolic heat generation in the tissue, and the second term (q bl ood ) on the right side of the 105 equation considers the contribution of blood flow to the local tissue temperature distribution (see Fig. 5 ).
106
Therefore, the strength of perfusion source term can be derived as follows. If the assumption that both the artery and vein keep a constant temperature when they pass through this tissue region, the total heat released is equal to the total amount of blood perfusing this tissue volume per second q multiplied by its density ρb, specific heat C b , and the temperature difference between the artery and vein is given by:
The volumetric heat generation rate q bl ood defined as the heat flux rate per unit tissue volume, it is then derived as following:
where ω is defined as the amount of blood perfused per unit volume tissue per second. Applying the analogy 108 with gaseous exchange in living tissue, Pennes believed that heat transfer occurred in the capillaries because
109
of their large area for heat exchange [44] . Therefore, the local arterial temperature Ta could be assumed report any differences in heart rates that are not explained by the passive nature of cold water immersion or 124 differences in any cardiovascular measure during ensuing bouts of exercise [39, 49] .
125
It is also questionable that the increase in central blood volume resulting from cooling is sufficient to result 126 in changes of hemodynamic function [20, 43] . Furthermore, it seems somewhat counter-intuitive that to 127 cool the periphery to increase the central blood volume allows a greater reserve to then re-direct back to the 128 peripheral musculature to aid recovery of an area that is under local vasoconstriction (see Fig. 7 ). Finally, as Similar to the work in [12, 51] which proposed the natural response model of the fingertips to exposure to a cold environment to identify a diagnostic parameter derived by the physiology of such a response. The thermal recovery following a cold stress is driven by thermal exchange with the environment, transport by the incoming blood flow, conduction from adjacent tissue layers, and metabolic processes [19, 32] . The finger temperature is determined by the net balance of the energy input/output [52] . The more significant contributes come from the input power due to blood perfusion and the power lost to the environment:
In absence of thermoregulatory control, fingers exchange heat only with the environment: in this case, their temperature T exp follows an exponential pattern with time constant τ given by
where ρ is the mass density, c the specific heat, V the finger volume, h is the combined heat transfer coefficient between the finger and environment, (A) is the finger's surface area [53] . Generally, a controlled thermal stress applied to the region of interest and the surrounding tissue permits to study and model the response of the region itself [54] . The most important terms involved in the thermal energy balance during recovery are the heat storage in the tissue, heat clearance by blood perfusion and convective heat exchange with the environment, as described by the following equation:
where subscripts (o) and (bl) designate the properties of the environment and blood, respectively, while (ρ) is the density, (c) is the specific heat, (V) is the volume, (T) is the temperature, (t) is the time, (h) is the combined heat transfer coefficient between the skin and environment, (A) is the surface area, and (w) is the blood perfusion rate [8] . The initial condition for Eq. 3 will be as follows: T=T i , for t=0, where T i is the skin temperature and t = 0 is the time at recovery starting phase [35] . Generally, Eq.6 can be easily integrated under the assumption of constant blood perfusion rate wbl and blood temperature T bl , yielding
Eq.7, with the assumption of constant blood perfusion, relates the time to reach a pre-set temperature 133 to the local thermal properties and to local blood perfusion. In the meaning, that W and H are the weighting 134 parameters of Eq. 6.
135
Bioheat distribution inside blood vessels
136
For approximation, the heat transfer inside the blood vessel (i.e. the superficial veins), a detailed analysis of the heat transfer between the blood vessel wall and the mixed mean temperature of the blood (T b ) can be done using standard heat transfer methods as following definition:
where d is the vessel diameter, T w (s) is the vessel wall temperature, and the convective heat transfer coefficient h may be found from different investigations [55] [56] [57] recommendation that in basis of Nusselt's number (NuN) [58, 59] and Graetz number (GN) [49, 60, 61] .
where Gz is the Graetz number defined as follows:
where L is the vessel length, and ρb cb are the blood density and heat capacity of the blood, respectively.
137
Therefore, the exponential term in this equation can be easily identified in the simulation response as the 138 total heat transfer inside blood vessel (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). The Onset of temperature distribution for This response can be well formulated with moderate thermal excitation (e.g. cold-water or cold-air 142 stream). Fundamentally, the thermal response will vary individually and from vessels to another according to 143 different characteristics of the venous plexus in the forearm (see in Fig. 9 ). This dissimilarity in the response 144 time and venous thermal signature could be used as differential distinctiveness for human superficial vascular 145 plexus, which may be used as biometric term in the future (see Fig. 9 ). Similarly, the possible future application of superficial vein thermal response (SVTR) detection is 147 developing superficial veins navigation with other imaging modalities (SO 2 ) perfusion imaging application.
146
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As well as, applying this method for other physiological and clinical test (e.g. contra lateral old stress 149 for pharmaceutical evaluation), and prediction of pain onset with aid of infrared thermography imaging.
150
Moreover, the use of cold stress in breast cancer detection as in mammothermography imaging, to initiate 151 neurological reflex. Given that, the consistency of physiological responses, it may also be possible to predict complications before 174 they arise through constant monitoring of the human subject or in infant inside NICU wards for future application. Furthermore, the presence of overshoot in all patients suggests that it is a common reaction;
given this, it may also be possible to treat preemptively by anticipating the maximum and final temperatures of the human given a rate of increase in the temperature over a specified time (see Fig. 10 ). 
